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Overview

This FOUNDATION™ Fieldbus HSE Field Conversion Guide details the materials and tasks you need to convert a Series 2 ROC800 expansion backplane into a FOUNDATION Fieldbus Interface (FFI) HSE server.

⚠️ Warning
Adding an FFI into a Series 2 ROC827 currently in the field de-rates the ROC827’s T4A temperature code rating to a T4 temperature code rating. Refer to the label on the bottom of the ROC827 for further information.

The conversion focuses on field-installed ROC827 controllers and enables you to reconfigure an expansion backplane on the ROC827 to accept the FFI CPU module. Follow these instructions to ensure a safe installation and correct functioning of the new electronics.

⚠️ Caution
You can perform this conversion ONLY if your ROC800 has Series 2 (black) backplanes. If the ROC800 case is made of gray plastic or the backplanes are green, do not proceed with the conversion.

Upgrade Components

A CD-ROM accompanies the FFI CPU module (and any H1 modules) you order. Ensure that you have these items before you begin the upgrade process.

- **FOUNDATION Fieldbus Interface CPU module**
  The CPU module is a faceplate assembly attached to a printed circuit board.

  **Note:** Series 2 CPUs have black faceplates and black printed circuit boards to distinguish them from Series 1 CPUs (which have gray faceplates and green printed circuit boards).

- Up to four H1 modules.
- One CD-ROM (P/N FSFIC-1/FIC1) that contains the Field Interface Configurator software you use to configure your FFI CPU as well as a set of user documentation, including:
  - **FOUNDATION Fieldbus HSE Field Conversion Guide** (Form A6258) (this document, P/N D301649X012)
Tools

The following tools are not included in the kit but are used in the conversion:

- Philips screwdriver, size 0.
- Flat blade screwdriver, size 2.5 mm (0.1 inch).
- Standard set of pliers.

Preparing for the Conversion

⚠️ Warning

Adding an FFI into a Series 2 ROC827 currently in the field de-rates the ROC827’s T4A temperature code rating to a T4 temperature code rating. Refer to the label on the bottom of the ROC827 for further information.

Converting a Series 2 ROC800 expansion backplane to a FFI HSE server requires you to remove the upper left-most module guide to accommodate the Foundation Fieldbus CPU Interface module. See Figure 1:

![Figure 1. Original and Converted Series 2 Expansion Backplane](image)

⚠️ Warning

Verify that the area is non-hazardous before you begin the following procedures. Failure to do so may result in serious personal injury.
As a general precaution, save your ROC800’s configuration to a PC’s hard drive or an external medium such as a flash drive.

1. Disconnect the ROC800 from all power sources.
2. Identify the expansion backplane you want to convert and disconnect all wiring from any installed ROC800 modules in that backplane.
3. Remove all ROC800 modules from that backplane and store the modules safely.
4. Locate the left-most upper module guide in the expansion backplane (see Figure 1). Using a standard set of pliers, hold the gray tip of the module guide and turn it one-quarter turn either clockwise or counter-clockwise. The guide should release.
5. Pull the module guide carefully out of the expansion backplane and store it. Your backplane is now configured to accept the FFI CPU and H1 modules.
6. Proceed to Installing the FFI CPU Module.

Installing the FFI CPU Module

To avoid circuit damage when handling the new electronics, use appropriate electrostatic discharge precautions (such as wearing a grounded wrist strap).

1. Remove the FFI CPU module from its protective envelope and slide the module securely into the chassis.
2. Secure the module to the backplane with the two faceplate screws.
3. Remove each H1 module (up to four) from its protective envelope and slide it securely into the chassis.
4. Secure the H1 module(s) into the chassis.

Note: After you install your H1 modules, if you have any empty slots remaining you can install ROC800 I/O modules in those slots. The advanced architecture of the Series 2 backplane allows the FFI CPU to ignore data from these I/O modules but enables the ROC800 CPU to recognize and use that information. Remember that you cannot exceed 27 ROC800 modules (the maximum number allowed in a ROC827) and that you must wire the I/O modules to the ROC800 CPU as you would normally.

5. Proceed to Wiring the CPU.
Wiring the CPU

How you wire power to the FFI CPU module depends on a number of factors:

- Whether you externally power the FFI CPU module or use power from the ROC800 CPU.
- The total number of fieldbus devices the FFI CPU module supports.
- The physical placement of the FFI CPU module in the ROC800 chassis.

**Note:** The FFI CPU can provide power to “downstream” ROC800 expansion racks. This is helpful if your ROC800 I/O modules require additional power.

- Whether the H1 modules provide conditioned or unconditioned power to their fieldbus devices.

Refer to *Chapter 3, Power Connections*, in the *FOUNDATION Fieldbus Interface Instruction Manual* (A6259) for detailed instructions and wiring diagrams.

Completing the Conversion

With the FFI CPU and H1 modules installed and wired, you use the Field Interface Configurator software to configure your HSE server and H1 modules. Refer to the *Field Interface Configurator User Manual* (A6250) for instructions on this process.

**Note:** ROCLINK 800 does not “recognize” the FFI CPU or H1 modules, and graphically displays them as empty slots in the ROC827 housing. However, if you have not used all of the module slots and choose to insert a ROC800-Series I/O module in an available slot in the Foundation Fieldbus server housing, ROCLINK 800 does recognize that ROC800-Series module and graphically displays it for configuration.